Flake System
Flake System
A highly decorative flake based resin screed that can be
installed rapidly. The flake finish can be aesthetically
matched to existing floor finishes, including vinyl, terrazzo
and ceramic tiles. This high performance system is used
widely in retail, leisure and other public venues.
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Retail and Public Buildings
Schools, Colleges and Universities
Prisons and Police Stations
Pubs and Clubs / Leisure Venues
Vehicle dealerships, Offices and Showrooms
Hospitals and Parmacuticals

Cures fully in 2 hours at temperatures down to -30º C.
Minimum downtime, rapid refurbishment, fast track new builds.
Creates a totally impervious and seamless surface without
pinholes or air bubbles which can affect other resin systems.
Extremely hygienic, outstanding aesthetics and easy to clean.
Exceptional bond to existing subfloors and a chemical bond
between layers creates a truly monolithic floor. Longevity,
ability to overlay existing floors.
Exceptional resistance to UV light, weathering, physical
and chemical attack. Durable and fit for purpose.
Tailored decorative finishes including UV reflective flakes
and pearlescent particles. Bespoke and innovative finishes
that can be easily matched to vinyl sheet, terrazzo and
ceramic tiles.
Elastomeric and does not shrink. Resistant to cracking,
minimal joints creating better detailing.
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Freeflow System
Freeflow System
A self-leveling specialist resin and fine aggregate
screed with smooth finish. Pigmented to create
a solid and stable colour. The system can be used
to create a decorative tailor made flake finish to client
specification or to create solid bold colours to
BS or RAL colour codes.

Chemical and Pharmaceutical Production
Manufacturing Areas
Office Buildings and Retail
Sports and Leisure
Car and Vehicle Showrooms
Schools and Education
Commercial and Domestic
For use where a durable, smooth, highly decorative and
seamless finish is required.
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Cures fully in 2 hours at temperatures down to -30ºC.
Minimum downtime, rapid refurbishment, fast track
new builds.
Creates a totally impervious surface without pinholes
or air bubbles which can affect other resin systems.
Extremely hygienic, outstanding aesthetics and
easy to clean.
Exceptional bond to existing sub-floors and a chemical
bond between layers creates a truly monolithic floor.
Longevity, ability to overlay existing floors.

Sky Blue

Exceptional resistance to physical and chemical attack.
Durable and “fit for purpose”.
Bold mono colour finishes. High definition colours,
highlights areas.
Resistant to UV light, weathering and temperatures
up to 80ºC. Capable of withstanding most industrial
environments.
Elastomeric and does not shrink. Resistant to cracking,
minimal joints creating better detailing.
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Quartz Trowelled &
Broadcast Systems
QT and Broadcast Systems
Heavy duty decorative Quartz trowelled and Broadcast
resin screeds and compounds typically laid 4-6mm.
QT has a smooth or lightly textured finish, whilst QTA
has a slip resistant finish created through the broadcast
of quartz aggregates.
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Fish, Meat and Poultry Processing
Food and Beverage Production
Warehousing and Distribution Facilities
Engineering and Manufacturing
Kitchens
Pubs and Clubs

Cures fully in 2 hours at temperatures down to -30ºC.
Minimum downtime, rapid refurbishment, fast track
new builds.
Creates a totally impervious surface without pinholes
or air bubbles which can affect other resin systems.
Extremely hygienic, outstanding aesthetics and
easy to clean.
Exceptional bond to existing sub-floors and a chemical
bond between layers creates a truly monolithic floor.
Longevity, ability to overlay existing floors.
Exceptional resistance to physical and chemical attack.
Durable and “fit for purpose”.
Bold mono colour finishes. High definition colours.
Resistant to UV light, weathering and temperatures
up to 80ºC. Capable of withstanding most industrial
environments.

The most efficient way of cleaning any type of quality
resin flooring system is to use a rotary scrubber
dryer, with the facility to rinse and vacuum.
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Stone Carpet System
Stone Carpet System
Heavy duty decorative Quartz trowelled and broadcast
resin screeds and compounds typically laid 4-6mm.
The Stone Carpet System encapsulates natural aggregates,
coloured aggregates and the finest marble chips in a clear
resin matrix.

Retail
Pubs and Clubs
Leisure Venues
Public Walkways
Vehicle Dealerships
Residential Housing Developments
Driveway and Patios
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Cures fully in 2 hours at temperatures down to -30ºC.
Minimum downtime, rapid refurbishment, fast track
new builds.
Exceptional bond to existing substrates and a chemical
bond between layers creates a truly monolithic floor.
Durability, longevity, ability to overlay existing floors.
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Exceptional resistance to UV light, weathering and
capable of withstanding almost any internal or
external environment.
Tailored slip resistant finishes. Degree of slip resistance
can be varied depending on the environment and
specific requirements.
Elastameric and does not shrink. Resistant to cracking,
minimal joints creating better detailing.

All resins are manufactured to ISO 9001:2008,
ISO 14001:2004 and BS OHSAS 18001:2007
standards and comply with all current EU regulations.
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